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• Goal: improve navigation in long videos.

• Task: segment a long video into segments and generate a chapter title for each.



Data collection procedure

[1] MERLOT Reserve: Neural Script Knowledge through Vision and Language and Sound, R. Zellers et al, CVPR 2022.

Large pool 
of 92M 

YouTube 
videos [1]

Download description + 
check presence of chapters

Smaller pool of 
817K videos with 
chapter 
annotations



Data statistics

• 817K videos & 7M chapters
• 8 chapters per video (avg)
• Chapter duration (avg): 142s

• Video duration (avg): 1354s
• 97% videos with ASR
• 93% videos in English



Comparison with 
other datasets



Manual assessment
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1. nike nexus running shoe. 2. nike nexus running 
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5. nike nexus running 
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If you are looking for 
the best Nike running 
shoes, here is a 
collection you have got 
to see.

Number 1. Most 
Popular. Zoom 
Pegasus Turbo 2.  A 
souped-up, speed-
oriented version of the 
Pegasus, the Peg 
Turbo keeps the 
winning combo of 
Zoomex and React 
foams found in the 
first version.

Unfortunately, the new 
thin mesh upper has 
issues. Its minimal heel 
support means you 
have to cinch the laces 
down for a secure fit, 
but the tongue isn't 
thick or long enough to 
prevent the laces from 
causing irritation.

Number 2. Nike Men's 
Running Shoes.  The 
new trend in stability 
shoes is less 
interference, and the 
Infinity Run follows 
that principle by 
providing comfort, 
support, and a smooth 
ride without messing 
up your natural 
movement. […]

Number 3. On 
Women's CloudFlyer 
Running Shoes. 
Provide your foot with 
the cushion it deserves 
with the On 
CloudFlyer. Utilizing 
plush clouds built from 
zero-gravity foam and 
a wider CloudTek 
platform, this daily 
trainer provides 
supreme cushioning in 
a more stable package. 

In order to reduce over 
pronation, the shoe 
features firmer medial 
elements that redirect 
force to the lateral side 
of the runner's foot. 
Paired with an even 
stiffer speed board, the 
shoe promotes a 
quicker heel-to-toe 
transfer that helps get 
the runner through 
their pronated phase.

Number 5. Nike Men's 
Trail Running Shoes.  
Made of a breathable 
mesh upper and a 
sturdy EVA sole, these 
Quest running shoes 
from Nike should 
pretty much be a staple 
in every man's shoe 
closet. Fly-wire cables 
offer your feet a secure 
fit, while the soft yet 
responsive foam is 
supportive […]

Number 4. Nike 
Downshifter Men's 7 
Running Shoe. The 
Downshifter 7 
Running Shoes from 
Nike are designed to 
be lightweight, sturdy 
and durable, all the 
while providing you 
with optimum 
performance, making 
them a worthy 
investment. […]
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